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Dear Customers,

We present the new catalogue of the products of our 
company Bonita Group Service s.r.o., where you will find 
a comprehensive range of play elements and sets for the 
construction, restoration or completion of children’s 
playgrounds. At the same time, we would like to thank you 
for your trust in us demonstrated in the past years.

Last year, we introduced a wide range of workout elements 
and sets for you. This year, we have prepared a pirate ship 
that is suitable for 2 year olds!

Street workout is a good opportunity for 
those who do not enjoy going to the gym and 
prefer to stay in the fresh air. Street workouts 
are bodyweight exercises that contribute to 
improving physical fitness. 

●  Minimal maintenance requirements of our products. 
●  Versatility and variability of play sets. 
●  Play elements and sets are made of the finest materials and dimensioned to ensure maximum durability.  
● We pay special attention mainly to the safety of children already when designing our play elements. 
●  High quality workmanship. 
●  Play sets with lower platforms up to 1 m do not require a costly impact surface (pebbles, rubber, cast rubber, etc.).
●  The all-metal play elements are nearly maintenance-free.

The main focus of our company is on reliability, timeliness and the provision of high quality services. 
Our company reputation is based on honest and respectable dealing with customers. 
Our concept is quality work at a professional level = a satisfied returning customer.

We look forward to working with you and believe that you will be happy with our work. Team of Bonita Group Service s.r.o.

INTRODUCTION

More information and detailed descriptions of 
play elements, ground plans, new products, special 
promotions etc. can be found on our website at 

www.playgrounds-bonita.com.

Why get a children’s 
playground from us? 
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INTRODUCTION

Play sets
Play sets offer active entertainment to children while 
developing their basic motor skills. Children’s playgrounds 
can be built in all types of schools, in relaxation zones, 
recreational complexes, in housing developments, swimming 
pool complexes and family home backyards. Play sets can be 
assembled according to the investor’s wishes with regard to 
the size of the space, the age of future users etc.

Development of children
Children’s playgrounds have a major impact on the 
development of pre-school and school children. They enrich 
the life of the child, develop his/her motor skills and help 
establish social contacts not only with the child’s peers but 
also with children of different ages. They have the opportunity 
to watch and imitate older children or help and guide younger 

ones through advice - demonstration. 
Children’s playgrounds have been an integral part of towns 
and cities for decades and are used for children’s leisure 
activities.

Functions of playgrounds
Playgrounds also contribute to the development of physical 
abilities, such as endurance, effort to overcome obstacles, 
match up to others, and overcome fears. They improve speed, 
skill and dexterity, develop a positive relationship to physical 
activity, and thus building the basis for further sporting 
development. Equally as important is the building of a healthy 
confidence, the effort of the child to stand out and show off 
before others and beat others at something, all that within the 
physical abilities in the group. 

Children’s playgrounds 
have a clear positive effect 
on the young body.
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INTRODUCTION

Material solution 
of play elements

Slides are made of red, 
yellow, green or blue 
laminate.

Shaped parts are milled from fully-coloured extruded 
polyethylene (HDPE) boards that are resistant to 
breakage, UV resistant and maintain their rich and bright 
colours.

The seat is normally rubber with steel reinforcement and aluminium structure. The “BABY 1” seat is made of multi-
strand ropes with steel core connected with Polyfix connectors. The “BABY 2” seat is made of rubber and contains an 
aluminium insert. The “Nest” seat frame is steel with a polypropylene rope winding. The inside is made of ropes with 
pressed-in aluminium endings.

Multi-strand ropes with steel core and 
polypropylene braid with 16 mm in diameter. In 
blue, red, yellow and green.

The base columns are made of glued prisms of 
100 x 100 mm (the wooden parts are surface 
treated with deep impregnation and three-layer 
application of topcoat glazing varnish that meets 
the conditions of standard EN 71/3 - safe for 
children’s toys) or of structural steel of 100 x 100 
x 4 mm (surface treatment against corrosion 
by galvanising, resulting in a very prolonged 
service life of the play elements and baked paint 
KOMAXIT according to a RAL colour tone).

The net knots are made of Polyfix 
coloured polyamide.

A-shaped roofs are normally made 
of waterproof plywood designed 
for outdoor use or of HDPE on the 
customer’s request. 
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INTRODUCTION

All play elements are designed with regard to long service 
life and resistance to vandalism. Requirements for the 
design in terms of the safety of playground equipment are 
laid down in European standard EN 1176. All products meet 
these requirements and their compliance is assessed by 
an authorised entity TÜV SÜD Czech s.r.o. We attach the 
appropriate certificate to each supplied play elements..

Handles, barrier fillers, safety rods, etc. 
are galvanised steel and powder paint coated 
(Komaxit).

Vertical column caps are steel, zinc coated 
and painted red. Swing hinges are robust stainless 

steel castings fitted with bearings for 
easy movement. The hinge is multi-
directional for the “nest” design.

NEST

BABY 2

NORMAL

BABY 1

The platforms are normally made 
of 18mm-thick waterproof plywood 
designed for outdoor use with 
anti-slip coating. If required by the 
customer, they are made of HDPE.

The anchor elements are  
made of hot-dip galvanised 
 steel.

The concrete feet in the 
pre-drilled holes respect 
the requirements of the 
design standard.

The swing posts are made of steel
profiles and hot-dip galvanised.

Pyramidal roofs are normally made of 
coloured red laminate.
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INTRODUCTION

Explanatory 
notes

Wood 
The base columns are made of 
glued prisms of 100 x 100 mm. 

Fall height of up to 1,5 m 
Elements marked in this manner 
required, according to the standard, 
an impact surface with dampening 
parameters according to the critical fall 
height specified.

1,5 m

6

Age limit 
The number specifies the 
minimum age of the child, 
for which the element was 
manufactured.

3+



INTRODUCTION

Construction of play elements

We offer play sets in two designs depending on the impact 
damping requirements of the impact surface according to 
ČSN EN 1177. This standard requires an impact surface with 
guaranteed damping characteristics, as evidenced by the 
tests performed, for elements with a fall height greater than 
1 m. 

An overview of differences in the design of identical 
components of gaming elements for standard fall height with 
the dampening requirements and for a fall height lowered to 1 m.

In case of play elements with a height up to 1 m, the impact 
surface may be a lawn.

Elements with a fall height of up to 1 m have a tremendous 
advantage in that they do not require a costly impact surface 
made up of loose or synthetic material (e.g. pebbles or 
rubber), but instead a grass surface will suffice, saving a lot of 
money.

CLIMBING NET

SLIDE

Fall height of up to 1 m 
Elements marked in this manner 
also require grass surface as the 
impact surface.

Steel 
The base columns are made of 
structural steel of 100 x 100 mm 

1 m

In addition to its aesthetic effect, the 
lawn also has some useful properties 
related to impact dampening. 
Experience shows that good 
maintenance is usually effective for 
falls from a height of no more than 
 1 m and can be used without testing.
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INTRODUCTION

General product information

Determination of equipment  
●  The play system is intended for children from 3 to 14 years of age. 
●  All play elements are design in accordance with standard ČSN EN 1176, which sets out the conditions for the

construction of children’s playground equipment and the individual elements with regard to safe operation and
reduction of the risk of serious injury.

●  Our workout elements and sets are intended for users from 15 years of age.
●  All workout elements and sets are designed in accordance with standard ČSN EN 16630 that sets out the 

conditions for outdoor fitness equipment for adults, which includes general safety, control, maintenance and
testing method requirements.

●  All elements are dimensioned with regard to long service life and resistance to vandalism.

Bearing structure materials  
●  The bearing structure is normally made of glued prisms. This solution ensures the maximum possible protection

against the emergence of cracks which are common for products made of eccentric prisms  
●  The metal structures are made of structural steel (metal profile 100 × 100 × 4 mm) which is protected against

corrosion by zinc coating, resulting in a very prolonged service life of the workout elements, and coating with 
baked paint KOMAXIT according to the RAL colour system. 

●  The fasteners are designed with regard to maximum safety and durability . 
●  The anchors of the supporting elements are steel and protected against corrosion by hot-dip galvanising. The

anchors are attached to the play element by screws and their design ensures that the wooden elements are not in
direct contact with the ground.

Play element materials 
●  The basic elements consist of steel pipes and profiles.  
●  Rope and net elements consist of ropes with multi-strand steel core with aluminium or plastic connectors.
●  The seating surfaces are made of waterproof plywood or high-quality plastic (high-pressure full-coloured

polyethylene), which is characterised by high colour stability, scratch resistance, UV resistance and mainly
safety because it is not prone to breaking and does not pose any risk of children getting injured with sharp
fragments.

Surface finish  
●  The wooden parts are surface treated with deep impregnation and three-layer application of topcoat glazing

varnish that meets the conditions of standard EN 71/3 (safe for children’s toys).
●  Metal elements are protected against corrosion by hot-dip galvanising or a zinc base and the final baked paint

komaxit according to the RAL colour system 

Support and service 
●  All play elements are manufactured directly in the company, therefore the delivery of spare parts and the

provision of warranty and post-warranty service are a matter of course .
●  Certificates for play elements will be handed over to the customer upon payment of the last invoice for the work.

Since we are constantly improving and upgrading our products, some visualisations or photos of play elements and 
sets may not be identical to the real product at the given moment and may be slightly different. Similarly, the colour 
design of the products may be changed. Therefore, Bonita Group Service s.r.o. reserves the right to change both the 
technical design and the appearance of all the products in the catalogue.
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INTRODUCTION

ANTIVANDAL Programme

These are all-metal sets and elements that can be combined in various ways. These elements 
and sets are manufactured of high-quality materials that guarantee maximum durability and 
the highest possible quality-to-price ratio, which is not the only advantage of the ANTIVANDAL 
Programme.  

All-metal play elements and sets have minimal maintenance requirements, it is not necessary to 
re-paint them, they are rigid, stable, colour-fast and weather resistant. 

The most important advantage of these sets and elements is resistance to vandalism and long 
service life. The individual components are rigid, very hard to damage and can withstand the 
maximum load without any risk of breaking or bending. Therefore, even in case of inappropriate 
loading by the persons, for whom the set is not intended, they are very difficult to damage.

The ANTIVANDAL Programme is suited for installation not only in places, where there is a risk of 
misuse of children’s play sets by high-risk persons, but also where they can serve well to those for 
whom they are intended.
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Customised playground design
We will prepare spatial visualisation of your future playground 
including protection zones and any impact zones for FREE.

Manufacture of elements in our company
As one of the largest manufactures in the Czech Republic, we 
have the entire production process under control from A to Z 
and are able to flexibly respond to customer requests.

INTRODUCTION

Delivery of turnkey 
children’s playgrounds.

Visualisation 
 during consultation

Execution completed 
 upon handover of the work
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SEESAWS
Seesaws are made in a combination of wood and metal or all-metal. It is a simple playground 
element used not only to entertain children and to contribute to the development of strength and 
coordination, but mainly to develop cooperation between children and establish contact.



3+ SEESAWS1 m

13

Double seat seesaw on springs VH200

www.playgrounds-bonita.com

Four seat seesaw on springs VH400

Color: Color: 

Double seat seesaw VH201 Four seat seesaw VH401

Color: Color: 

Single seat seesaw on spring VH101 Double seat seesaw on spring VH102

Color: Color: 



CHAIN 
SWINGS
Chain swings (single/double/triple/quadruple swings) are used not only to entertain children and 
to contribute to the development of strength and coordination, but mainly to develop cooperation 
between children and establish contact.



3+ CHAIN SWINGS1 m 1,5 m

15

Chain swing RH101

Chain swing with a slide RH115 

Chain swing Bird’s nest RH117

Twin chain swing RH202

Triple chain swing RH301

Chain swing RH102

Chain swing Bird’s nest MINI RH116

Twin chain swing RH201

Twin chain swing with a slide RH215

Triple chain swing RH302

www.playgrounds-bonita.com

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 



3+ CHAIN SWINGS1 m 1,5 m

Triple chain swing RH303

Quadralupe chain swing RH402

BABY seat SB002

Swing joint HZ001 
(for Baby and Normal seat)

Quadralupe chain swing RH401

BABY seat SB001

Bird’s nest SH201

Swing joint HZ002
(for Bird’s nest seat)

16 www.playgrounds-bonita.com

Color: Color: 

Color: 



CHAIN SWINGS
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CLIMBING AND 
BALANCING 
ELEMENTS
Climbing elements include mainly climbing sets and climbing walls. Climbing sets primarily support 
the development of fitness and strength, the ability to handle motor activity in a different, less 
common environment, and encourage children to perform. The individual elements develop 
children’s fitness and coordination abilities as well spatial orientation.

This is similar with balancing elements such as the balancing beam, only with more emphasis on 
the development of balance, when the child surmounts his or her limits and develops volitional 
abilities in this playful manner (such as endurance, responsibility, self-control, independence and 
ambitiousness). Whether a climbing pole, a climbing wall or a cross bar is part of a climbing set or 
placed in the space individually, you are always contributing to the development of not only motor 
but also psychomotor skills of the child.



19www.playgrounds-bonita.com

3+ CLIMBING AND BALANCING ELEMENTS2 m

Climbing set SS301

Climbing set SS304

Climbing set SS405

Climbing set SS408

Climbing set SS601

Climbing set SS302

Climbing set SS305

Climbing set SS406

Climbing set SS409

Climbing set SS602

Climbing set SS303

Climbing set SS306

Climbing set SS407

Climbing set SS501

Climbing set SS603

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 



3+ CLIMBING AND BALANCING ELEMENTS2 m

Climbing set SS604

Climbing set SS101

Climbing set SS311

Climbing set SS309

Climbing wall LS201

Climbing set SS901

Climbing set SS102

Climbing set SS503

Climbing set SS502

Climbing wall LS301

Climbing set SS902

Climbing set SS310

Climbing set SS504

Climbing set SS701

Climbing wall LS401

20 www.playgrounds-bonita.com

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: Color: Color: 

Color: Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 



3+ CLIMBING AND BALANCING ELEMENTS2 m
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Climbing wall LS202

Parallel bars BR101

Triple fitness rack HR301

Triple balance beam KL301

Rope bridge LL102

Climbing wall LS302

Fitness rack HR101 

Balance beam KL101 

Balance beam on springs KL102

Chain bridge RL101

Climbing wall LS402

Twin fitness rack HR201

Twin balance beam KL201

Rope bridge LL101

Chain bridge RL102

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Double-sided Double-sided Double-sided



JUNGLE 
GYMS
Jungle gyms are another way to colourfully revive children’s playgrounds primarily thanks to their 
shapes and bright design combining plastic crawler tunnels, ropes and benches. They are a suitable 
complement to children’s playgrounds that develop children’s skills such as climbing, sliding down, 
and crawling, as well as improve orientation in an enclosed space.



3+ JUNGLE GYMS
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1 m

DogPP011

Dog PP031

Crawl tunnel PP012

Crawl tunnel PP032

Train engine MA100

Dog PP021

Dog PP041

Crawl tunnel PP022

Crawl tunnel PP042

Train engine MA200

Color: Color: 



3+ JUNGLE GYMS

Wagon VA100

Double wagon VA200

Train VL100

Playhouse DO100

Playhouse DO102

Wagon VA102

Double wagon VA202

Train VL200

Playhouse DO101

Playhouse DO103
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Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

1 m



3+ JUNGLE GYMS
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1 m

Playhouse DO200

Playhouse DO202

Playhouse DO300

Playhouse DO302

Floor with frame 1 x 1 m PD010

Playhouse DO201

Playhouse DO203

Playhouse DO301

Playhouse DO303

Floor with frame 2 x 1 m PD020

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 



MERRY-GO-
ROUNDS
The popularity of children’ merry-go-rounds lies in the simplicity that warrants their good use by 
the children themselves. This element is not static, thus contributing more effectively to a higher 
degree of children’s movement activity, resulting in the development of strength, volitional efforts 
as well as discipline and respect for others.



3+ MERRY-GO-ROUNDS

Stand-up merry-go-round 
KO071

Ø 1,4 m

Ø 1,4 m

Ø 1,8 m

Ø 1,8 m

Stand-up merry-go-round 
KO142

Merry-go-round with seats 
KO140

Rope merry-go-round
KO251

Rope merry-go-round 
KO253

Stand-up merry-go-round 
KO072

Stand-up merry-go-round 
KO182

Merry-go-round with seats
KO180

Rope merry-go-round
KO252
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SPRING  
ROCKERS
Spring rockers can be placed as separate play elements in the space of children’s playgrounds 
or places that are intended for children’s play and fun. The rockers are also suitable for the little 
ones. We offer a wide selection of children’s rockers with various designs, made of high-quality 
material that guarantees long life. The body of these children’s spring rockers is not made of 
waterproof plywood but of high-quality plastic (high-pressure full-coloured polyethylene), 
which is characterised by high colour stability, scratch resistance, UV resistance and mainly safety 
because it is not prone to breaking and does not pose any risk of children getting injured with sharp 
fragments. The springs of these rockers are made of special spring steel and are treated with the 
komaxit powder paint.



HOUPADLA NA PRUŽINĚ

Rubber under swings BP001

Spring rocker - MOTORBIKE 
HP030

Spring rocker - CAR HP050

Spring rocker - ELEPHNAT 
HP060

Spring rocker -  FOUR-LEAF 
CLOVER HP100

Spring rocker - HORSE HP010

Single seat seesaw on spring 
VH101

Spring rocker - CAR HP050

Spring rocker - DOLPHIN 
HP070

Platform on springs HP110

Spring rocker - DOG HP020

Double seat seesaw on spring 
VH102

Spring rocker - CAR HP050

Spring rocker - ELEPHNAT 
HP060

Spring rocker - BEAR HP080
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3+ 1 m3+ SPRING ROCKERS1 m

Color: Color: 



ROPE  
PYRAMIDS
Rope pyramids are popular play elements. In a relatively small space, they contribute to the 
development of gross motor skills, coordination of the movement of the upper and lower 
extremities with necessary visual control. They help develop skills and abilities such as keeping 
balance, training dexterity, endurance and strength. We supply various types and sizes of rope 
pyramids. Their selection depends on the space available so that their placement ensures safe use.



ROPE PYRAMIDS
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3+ 1 m 1,5 m

Rope pyramid PY620

Rope pyramid PY825

Rope pyramid PY635

Rope pyramid PY621

Rope pyramid PY630

Rope pyramid PY835

Rope pyramid PY625

Rope pyramid PY830

Rope pyramid PY640

Height 2 m , with 6 tension locks

Height 2,5 m , with 8 tension locks

Height 3,5 m , with 6 tension locks

Height 2 m , with 6 tension locks,
bez vnitřní sítě

Height 3 m , with 6 tension locks

Height 3,5 m , with 8 tension locks

Height 2,5 m , with 6 tension locks

Height 3 m , with 8 tension locks

Height 4 m , with 6 tension locks



3+ ROPE PYRAMIDS1 m

Rope pyramid PY840

Rope pyramid PY850 (v. p. 1 m) / (v. p. 1,5 m)

Rope double-pyramid PY144

Rope pyramid PY845 (v. p. 1 m) / (v. p. 1,5 m)

Rope pyramid PY855 (v. p. 1 m) / (v. p. 1,5 m)

Rope quadruple-pyramid PY164
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Height 4 m , with 8 tension locks

Height 5 m , with 8 tension locks

Height 4 m , with 14 tension locks

Height 4,5 m , with 8 tension locks

Height 5,5 m , with 8 tension locks

Height 4 m , with 16 tension locks



ROPE PYRAMIDS
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BALANCING ROPE 
ELEMENTS
Balancing rope elements develop skills such as climbing and crawling. They support the 
development of balance, coordination and power skills, orientation in space, and are intended for 
children from 3 years of age. Individual elements can also be combined and no impact surface is 
necessary for those up to 1 m in height, a grassy surface is sufficient.



Rope net LP010

Rope ladder LP030

Monkey ropes  LP050

Courage trail LP201

Rope weave LP020

Ropes for balancing LP040

V ropes LP060

Courage trail LP301

3+ BALANCING ROPE ELEMENTS
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1 m

Rope roundabout KO251 Rope roundabout KO252 Rope roundabout KO253

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 



BALANCING ROPE ELEMENTS

Courage trail LP401

Rope ship 
LP170

Skill path 
SD113

Skill path 
SD101

Double-sided rope ramp 
LP140

Rope ship 
LP160

Skill path 
SD111

Skill path 
SD104

Skill path 
SD102
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Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

3+ 1 m 1,5 m

Color: 

Rope ship 
LP150



BALANCING ROPE ELEMENTS
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CABLEWAYS
Cableways are popular play elements which are easy to use in narrower and longer areas due 
to their length-to-width. Rope courses use kinetic energy when sliding, thus not requiring any 
increased physical effort on the part of the user. The unconventional smooth slide from the higher 
part of the cableway to the lower is very popular with children and represents a way of moving 
completely different from the use of traditional play elements (e.g. seesaws, merry-go-rounds).



Single post cableway LD010

Twin post cableway LD020

Platform for the cableway NP001
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CABLEWAYS3+ 1 m



SLIDES
Slides may be placed individual (with a ladder) or as parts of play sets. We offer slides in several 
colour designs (blue, yellow, red, green) and sizes. Slides are one of the most sought-after 
playground elements.
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SLIDES3+ 1 m 1,5 m

Slide with a ladder KZ100 Slide SK001

Color: 

Hillside slide KZ200
 (slope height 0,85 m)

Hillside slide KZ200
(slope height 1,85 m)

Hillside slide KZ200
 (slope height 1,35 m)

Hillside slide KZ200 
(slope height 2,35 m)

Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: 



UNIVERSAL TOWER 
SETS
Tower sets offer active entertainment to children while developing their basic motor skills, 
they can be built in all types of schools, in relaxation zones, recreational complexes, in housing 
developments, swimming pool complexes and family home backyards. Tower sets can be 
assembled according to the investor’s wishes with regard to the size of the space, the age of future 
users etc. 

We offer tower sets for playgrounds in two designs depending on the impact damping 
requirements of the impact surface. Sets with lower platforms have a tremendous advantage 
in that they do not require a costly impact surface such as pebbles (rubber), but a grass turf is 
sufficient.



UNIVERSAL TOWER SETS
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3+ 1 m 1,5 m

UNIVERSAL 3U105

UNIVERSAL 4U112

UNIVERSAL 4U121

UNIVERSAL 4U129

UNIVERSAL 6U105

UNIVERSAL 4U105

UNIVERSAL 4U118

UNIVERSAL 4U124

UNIVERSAL 4U138

UNIVERSAL 6U119

UNIVERSAL 4U108

UNIVERSAL 4U119

UNIVERSAL 4U125

UNIVERSAL 4U151

UNIVERSAL 6U123

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 



UNIVERSAL TOWER SETS
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3+ 1 m 1,5 m

UNIVERSAL 4U202

UNIVERSAL 4U205

UNIVERSAL 4U230

UNIVERSAL 4U238

UNIVERSAL 6U206

UNIVERSAL 4U203

UNIVERSAL 4U225

UNIVERSAL 4U231

UNIVERSAL 4U251

UNIVERSAL 6U220

UNIVERSAL 4U204

UNIVERSAL 4U227

UNIVERSAL 4U232

UNIVERSAL 4U240

UNIVERSAL 6U236

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 



UNIVERSAL TOWER SETS
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3+ 1 m 1,5 m

UNIVERSAL 4U305

UNIVERSAL 4U307

UNIVERSAL 6U305

UNIVERSAL 4U410

UNIVERSAL 4U306

UNIVERSAL 4U315

UNIVERSAL 6U306

UNIVERSAL 4U412

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 



UNIVERSAL TOWER SETS
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3+ 1 m 1,5 m

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

UNIVERSAL 4U505

UNIVERSAL 4U142

UNIVERSAL 4U602

UNIVERSAL 4U710

UNIVERSAL 4U601

UNIVERSAL 4U603



UNIVERSAL TOWER SETS
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2+ 1 m

Color: 

UNIVERSAL 4U320

FOR
2 YEAR

OLDS! 

NEW!

UNIVERSAL TOWER SETS



PLAYGROUND 
ACCESSORIES
If you would like to add some sets or individual elements or otherwise wanted to enrich the 
previously unused space in any other manner, you can do so using playground accessories that can 
top off the overall character of playgrounds. If chosen properly, they can develop fine motor skills 
faster in an unforced manner, especially when the child is learning to write, court or draw, and at the 
same time has the possibility to gain better ability to navigate in social relationships and roles in the 
form of imitation.
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Ball toss PR101

Interactive panel IP102

Interactive panel IP104

Interactive panel IP101

Interactive panel IP103

Interactive panel IP105

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

3+ 1 m

Drawing board TK100

Color: 

Drawing board with an abacus TK201

Color: 

Double panel drawing board TK200

Color: 

Double panel drawing board with an abacus 
TK301

Color: 
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Tarpaulin for the covering of the sandpit

Table for the sandpit ST001

Shade cover for sandpit

3+ 1 m

2 x 2 m (PZ220)
3 x 3 m (PZ330)
3 x 2 m (PZ320)
4 x 2 m (PZ420)
4 x 3 m (PZ430)
4 x 4 m (PZ440)
hexagonal (PZ600)

2 x 2 m (SP220)
3 x 3 m (SP330)
3 x 2 m (SP320)
4 x 2 m (SP420)
4 x 3 m (SP430)
4 x 4 m (SP440)

2 x 2 m (ZP220)
3 x 3 m (ZP330)
3 x 2 m (ZP320)
4 x 2 m (ZP420)
4 x 3 m (ZP430)
4 x 4 m (ZP440)
hexagonal (ZP600)

Abacus PO101

Color: 

Basketball basket BK001

Color: 

Sandpit with a movable cover

Color: 

2 x 2 m (PK220)
3 x 3 m (PK330)

Color: 

Hexagonal sandpit PI600

Color: 

Sandpit

2 x 2 m (PI220)
3 x 3 m (PI330)
3 x 2 m (PI320)
4 x 2 m (PI420)
4 x 3 m (PI430)
4 x 4 m (PI440)

Seats for four-sided sandpit 
SP001

Seats for hexagonal 
sandpitSP002

Seats around the edge of sadpit
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STREET  
FURNITURE
Street furniture includes mainly benches, litter bins, playground fencing, bicycle racks etc. The 
furniture contributes to the overall character of the playground and successfully meets the needs 
of both children and adults.



STREET FURNITURE
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Gate for the fencing BO001/
BO002

Bench LA102

Bench LA107

Bin OK002/OK020

Flowerpot KV003

Information board including 
rules of operation IT100

Bench LA105

Bench LA108

Flowerpot KV001

Fencing for children’s 
playgrounds and sandpits 
OP002

Bench LA101

Bench LA106

Bin OK001/OK010

Flowerpot KV002

Seating set LA302



STREET 
WORKOUT
Street workout is a good opportunity for adults and the youth who do not enjoy going to the gym 
and prefer to stay in the fresh air because workout parks are usually located in public areas. This 
type of activity is widespread throughout the world, and the number of workout parks has been 
also growing in the Czech Republic in recent years, thus becoming not only a trend but also part of 
everyday life.

Street workouts are bodyweight exercises that contribute to improving physical fitness, strength 
and endurance. However, they are not just about the workout itself but also about humbleness, 
morality, healthy lifestyle, and establishing friendships. They are based on various exercises 
using parallel bars, cross bars, wall bars and other structures. Street workout combines sport and 
entertainment, keeps the youth away from drugs, alcohol and other negative influences, which 
undoubtedly has a positive impact on society.
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15+ 1 m 1,5 m

Street workout element WP001

Street workout element WP004

Street workout element WP007

Street workout element 
WP010

Street workout element 
WP002

Street workout element 
WP005

Street workout element 
WP008

Street workout element 
WP011

Street workout element 
WP003

Street workout element 
WP006

Street workout element 
WP009 

Street workout element 
WP012

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 



STREET WORKOUT

Street workout element 
WP013

Street workout set WS002 Street workout set WS004

Street workout set WS007

Street workout element 
WS014

Street workout set WS005

Street workout set WS008

Street workout set WS001

Street workout set WS003

Street workout set WS006

Street workout set WS010
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Color: 

Color: Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

15+ 1 m 1,5 m

Street workout set WS011

Color: 



STREET WORKOUT
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15+ 1 m 1,5 m

Street workout set WS021 Street workout set WS022

Color: Color: 

Street workout set WS023

Color: 

Street workout set WS020

Street workout set WS014

Street workout set WS017

Street workout set WS012

Street workout set WS015

Street workout set WS018

Street workout set WS013

Street workout set WS016

Street workout set WS019

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 
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Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

Color: 

STREET WORKOUT15+ 1 m 1,5 m

Street workout set WS024

Street workout set WS026

Street workout set WS030

Street workout set WS025

Street workout set WS027

Information board with rules of operation 
and workout plan IW100
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